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Organisation (FAO), and Thomas Lee Bauer,
Principal Industry Specialist, World Bank Group,

IDF World Dairy Summit 2017
The 2017 edition of the IDF World Dairy Summit
brought together the global dairy community, last
week in Belfast. Looking at how to ‘Make a
Difference with Dairy’, the programme covered
marketing, nutrition and health, policy, economic,
science, technology and environment topics with
high profile conferences featuring the World

International Finance Corporation.
EDA_Dairy@EDA_Dairy Oct 30
#idfwds2017 the presidium of the CDG
Milk of #EU_AGRI meets in Belfast: Anne
Randles #ornua Karsten Schmal
@Bauern_Verband and @mnalet

Political, Agricultural and Dairy Leaders’ Forums, a
World

Dairy

Situation

Report

and

a

Dairy

Sustainability Framework brief.

Just a few hours after EU Commissioner Phil
Hogan outlined his ideas for a more market
oriented intervention mechanism as of 2018, at
From left to right: Dairy Council for Northern Ireland

the IDF World Dairy Summit, the new Presidium

CEO Dr Mike Johnston, EU Commissioner Phil Hogan,

of DG AGRI’s CDG Milk met together.

IDF Chair Judith Bryans, Hon Michael Gove MP,
Secretary of State for the Environment, Food and Rural

“I think, we all agree that we really need a re-

Affairs, and Glanbia Cheese CEO Paul Vernon

shaped intervention mechanism. As CDG Milk
Presidium, we are more than ready to get

Among various high-level discussions, the Summit

involved as soon as possible when it comes to the

offered a great debate on the future of agriculture

details of these changes”, EDA chair & CDG

and

Milk President Michel Nalet summed up.

the role

of

dairy

within

Commissioner Phil Hogan,

it,

with

EU

Rt Hon Michael
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MIV 2017 Convention in Augsburg
The 105th MIV Annual Convention took place on
the eve of the IDF World Dairy Summit and

‘15 years EU Food Law’ conference
with EU Commissioner Vytenis
Andriukaitis

gave the stage to various dairy and policy

EDA is honoured that our vice chair, Attilio

experts on 26 and 27 October.

Zanetti has accepted the invitation to give the

In a debate on competition, German Federal
Cartel Office Chair Andreas Mundt expressed
how essential it was to take the market into
account within the distributors - processors producers contractual relations and highlighted
how important it was to give these contractual
relations further freedom. Another discussion
about Brexit was led by MEP Markus Ferber

(EPP, Germany) while Ivonne Kuhlmann (Open
Country Dairy) offered a view on the New
Zealand dairy market, mentioning that the EUNZ free trade agreement was not yet high on
the agenda as China, the US and Australia
remained

the

main

regions

for

‘anniversary speech’ on “EU food safety rules as a
basis for competitiveness in the Internal Market
and in international trade” at the high-level ‘15
years EU Food Law’ conference on 27 November
2017 in Brussels (➤ link). Back in 2002, when the
EU Food Law (EU Regulation 178/2002) was
published, the responsible EU Commissioner at
that time (David Byrne) stated: ”Today is a day of
great achievement”. Attilio Zanetti will focus on

the success story of the EU Food Law and the
European Food Safety Authority (EFSA), and on
the starting point of EU Regulation 178/2002: a
better functioning Single Market for food.

market

opportunities for NZ.

© Cactus 2014

Alexander Anton @dairyanton Oct 30
New Meggle CEO Reinhold Schlensok with MIV
President Peter Stahl (Hochland) at the MIV 2017
Convention in Augsburg

Nutrition labelling: There is something
seriously wrong with a system where a diet
coke ranks healthier than semi-skimmed milk!
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Brussels Food lawyers roundtable
The Brussels Food lawyers roundtable met in our

MEP hosting a debate on the health
effects of food

EDA premises for an exchange on various food law

On 11 October 2017, MEP Angélique

topics on the Brussels agenda and an in-depth

Delahaye (EPP, France) hosted a

discussion with Dr Georg Schreiber from DG SANTE

scientific debate on the latest

on the Official Control’s EU Regulation 625/2017,

developments on nutrition and

that entered into force in April 2017 and will be

health. The event organised by

fully applicable as of 2019.

the European Milk Forum (➤

The EU Commission puts a new emphasis on food
fraud with the establishment of the Administrative
Assistance and Cooperation System (AAC), the EUwide IT tool for information sharing between EU
Member States on non-compliance with the food
law. This new system will complement the Rapid

Alert System (RAFFS) covering food safety alerts. “It
will allow all EU Member States as well as
Switzerland, Liechtenstein and Iceland to report food
fraud, like violations of the dairy terms protection
rules, across Europe and hence reinforce the
consumer protection in the Single Market. Now,
wherever we find a vegetable based product that is
commercialised under a protected dairy term like
milk, cheese or yoghurt, we can ask the national
authorities to alert all food authorities across Europe
via this system”, says EDA secretary general
Alexander Anton.

link) focused on the ‘Food matrix
effects: is it time to rethink how we
evaluate the health effects of food?’. A scientific
panel of renown nutrition researchers such as
Prof. Jean-Michel Lecerf (Institut Pasteur Lille,
France) and Prof. Arne Astrup (University of

Copenhagen, Denmark) shared the results of
their latest scientific research on the whole
foods effects – so called “food matrix”. The
panellists highlighted that a food product is
much more than the sum of its nutrients and
that e.g. dairy foods such as milk, cheese or
yoghurt show positive health effects which
cannot be explained only by the individual
nutrients but also by the interactions of these
nutrients in the particular dairy matrix. The

scientists called on the policy makers to adapt
the nutrition and health policy to the latest
science and focus dietary guidelines on whole
foods effects instead of single nutrients.

Dairying in the South Tyrol mountain
regions
“In our beautiful South Tyrolian mountain areas, we

need dairy to

keep the landscape and our

environment in the shape we want. Our dairy
EDA secretary general Alexander Anton with Jens

farmers do manage the huge difficulties they face.

Karsten, bxl-law

Over the past years, we have worked hard to
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stabilise the number of dairy farms in the mountain
areas. To keep the dairy culture, we simply need a
critical mass of dairy farms and milk production.
With an average dairy farm size of about 3ha, the
most hectar based CAP payments are not an

adequate tool to support those farms, so we have to
see at regional level together with the EU
Commission how to find the appropriate tools to
support our farmers”, explained Arnold Schuler,
South Tyrol Minister of Agriculture.

EDA at DG SANTE Advisory Group
on Claims REFIT
On 27 October, EDA participated in DG SANTE
Advisory

Group

on

the

REFIT

of

Claims

Regulation. One of the aims of the current REFIT
exercise is to evaluate whether the concept of
Nutrient Profiles – (which has never been
implemented since the adoption of the Claims
Regulation in 2006) is still valid in the context of
the

current

legal

framework.

The

REFIT

consultation has been carried out by an external
consultant who interviewed various stakeholders,
ranging from the Member States authorities,
consumers groups, NGOs to the relevant industry

Arnold Schuler,

sectors. The main conclusions of the consultant’s

South Tyrol Minister of

report have been presented at the Advisory

Agriculture

Group meeting where it was highlighted that the
EDA contribution on the negative financial

“With a small scale farm structure, with an average

impact of the Nutrient Profiles on the dairy

farm size of 3ha, the cooperative approach is the

sector was seen as one of the most valuable

natural way to manage the milk value chain. At

input received during the consultation.

MILA, we do this in a very successful way: on one
hand, we have built our branding in our home
market on our mountain dairy farms and their

farmers and on the other hand, we have found a
niche market in international trade: we are the n° 1
mascarpone supplier for Japan and South Korea”,
confirms

Hansjörg Alber from

MILA

Dairy

Cooperative in Bolzano, South Tyrol.

Based

on

the

consultant’s

Commission

will

start

the

report,
work

on

the
the

Commission Staff Document which should be
finalised end of 2018. It is understood that any
decisions with regards to the fate of the Nutrient
Profiles will be taken up by the next Commission,
rather than the current one.

European sustainability approaches at the Dairy Innovation Conference
The Dairy Innovation Summit gathered stakeholders from all over the world discussing innovation-related

changes of market, consumers, requirements at all levels in the supply chain. In this context, the European
dairy industry positive approach towards sustainability and amongst it the widely supported project on
Environmental footprinting presented by EDA Director for Food, Environment & Health Hélène
Simonin, were received with much interest. Once more, the very high standards of environmental
sustainability of the European dairy sector became visible.
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EDA asks feed producers to
further work for more sustainable
protein for feeding dairy cows
The future of sustainable soy production for
feed use was discussed at a joint event of feed
manufacturers and oil crushers in Europe,
joined by soy producers from Brazil and
Argentina. On this occasion, the importance to
further strive towards sustainably produced
and used protein sources for the dairy sector
was highlighted by EDA. The feed supply chain
has already taken steps in the right direction
and has further worked to allow sustainable
protein sources for (at least dairy) animals.

Swiss ministry discusses EU project
on environmental footprinting with
stakeholders
EDA presented the dairy Product Environmental

Fooprinting (PEF) project to an information day
held in Bern for governmental and industry
experts, to inform about the initiative, discuss
the possible uses and implications of the EU
project in different sectors and see if and which
industry/legal action could be taken at the Swiss
national level. The Swiss ministry offered to EDA
to present the coordinated project on dairy at
the beginning of the seminar. We will follow the
reflections on the scheme, both in the EU and at

other countries’ level, but the uptake and
interest are already aligning to the global aim of
the dairy project.

Your favourite Dairy Product?
"I'm a huge fan of dairy products from all over the
world, but an absolute must for
me is a slice of fresh bread
with Lurpak butter and
Danbo cheese for breakfast.
That gives me ultimate
eating pleasure, energy and
is a perfect start of the day.”

Dairy Highlights ahead. . .
November
● Tue 7 - Mon 13:

● Tue 7 - Thu 16: COP23 │ Bonn (Germany) ➤ link
● Fri 10:

Kirsten Holm Svendsen
Dairy Policy Director - Danish Dairy Board Brussels

EU Commissioner Phil Hogan’s

diplomatic mission in Saudi Arabia and Iran

EU Platform on Animal Welfare │

Brussels (Belgium) ➤ link
● Tue 14: Hungarian Dairy Conference │ Velence
(Hungary)

"A freshly cooked pizza

● Fri 17:

containing lots of delicious,

’Digitising agriculture and food value

chains’│ Brussels (Belgium) ➤ link

nutritious, great tasting

● Mon 27: DG SANTE conference - ‘15 years food

MOZZARELLA CHEESE!”

law’ │ Brussels (Belgium) ➤ link

Paul Vernon

● Tue 28 - Thu 30: Fi Europe - Food Ingredients

Glanbia Cheese CEO
© Glanbia plc 2017
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Global 2017│ Frankfurt (Germany) ➤ link
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